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A productive farmscape for centuries, the rice terraces of Vietnam’s Mù Cang 
Chải province are now a burgeoning destination for visitors from around the 
world. Tailored to geography and climate, the terraces are valued for their unique 
cultivation of rice and—moreover—beauty. Their aesthetic merit has invited tourism 
to become a potential major industry for the region, a source of hope for the local, 
agrarian people who still remain. Though, developed without sensitivity, tourism 
may prove harmful to the region. The discovery of its beauty could be the initiation 
of its demise.

Our proposal, like the apt introduction of tourism alongside agriculture, is concieved 
as a respectful addition to existing structures. The project is not a singular object 
but a type for modest development, one which embraces and echoes the humility 
of the region’s native hut.

A map of the huts around La Pan Tan becomes a network of present infrastructure 
and potential sites. The relationship between existing hut and auxiliary structure—
between host and guest—is to be a symbiotic one. As guests reap the merits of the 
region, their stay is a source of supplementary income for hosts.

In reaching La Pan Tan, one experiences a series of moments. The architecture is a 
conscious embodiment of the host-guest relationship, and a frame to beyond—a 
metric of one’s proximity to the terraces.

Our reach is reverential, a longing to shake hands with the landscape.

Adaptive Reciprocal Sensoral Elemental

[V1] Approach from the trail to the hut and to the tower beyond

[V2] Sky Deck offering a panoramic view, foreshadowing descent

[V4] Dryroom composed of a bed and a retrospective view

[V3] Wetroom with safe drinking water, a semi-enclosed shower

[V5] Surface Deck affording the chance to dangle one’s feet
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Timber bridge Walk-on PVs Rainwater tray Downpipe

Solar inverter Service box Water purifier potable watertank

Hot water tank Shower Shower drainage Composting toilet

Disposal pipe Graywater pipe Compost bed Removable compost tray

[A1] Axonometric diagram of essential energy and water systems

[S1] 50% slope, 52m Bridge, 18 occupants

[S2] 30% slope, 56m Bridge, 8 occupants

[S3] 10% slope, 68m Bridge, 2 occupants

To remain versatile, the proposed building type defines only a handful 
of unchanging dimensions. Thereafter, each result is informed by 
critical site parameters: slope of terrain, bridge length, and desired 
occupancy.

Regional Site Map

By pinpointing existing huts around La Pan Tan, a potential network 
is found. The proposal recognizes existing roads and footpaths as 
the basis of its infrastructure, and the huts’ proximity to one another 
as a chance for an informal trail between them - an alternative and 
‘nomadic’ travel experience.


